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ServiceNow Architect (ITSM/ITOM)
« BACK TO JOB LIST

Location
United Kingdom, Radbroke

Requirements
The wishes of our customers and applicants are your priority
Recruiting is your passion
You enjoy introducing people to one another
You are a solution-oriented person
Knowledge in recruiting IT specialists with 3 to 5+ years of
experience in a recruitment agency and/or internal recruitment experience
in Europe
A degree or an apprenticeship in the field of IT is welcome
Fluent English, German or other language skills are desirable
Strong track record of closing tech talent and supporting a high volume of
hiring needs
Experience in Recruiting for European region – understanding of Tax
terms, Visa is preferred
Efficiency in working with Recruiting tools and social media
platforms (LinkedIn, Xing, Stack Overflow, Github, Facebook

Job Description
Essential Skills/Basic Qualifications:
Technical Skills
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Appreciating
diversity
winning potentials

–

We have various customers and
assignments from Mecklenburg
Western Pomerania to Bavaria. An
indication of the salary can only be
expressed during contact if it is
clear for which assignment you are
applying and which qualifications
you are bringing with you.

How to contact us
Get in touch with our point of
contact, who will respond to you
immediately and answer your
questions. You can use email,
Skype, Viber, WhatsApp and other
means of communication for this
purpose:
K&K social resources and
development GmbH
Brückenstraße 5a, D-10179 Berlin
Tais Matos
Mail: t.matos@kuk-personal.com
Web: www.kuk-personal.com

Strong analytical skills to understand business processes, systems and data
Problem solving and data analysis skills
Strong practical experience with data models, data flow diagrams, capturing
and using meta-data, metadata modelling, relational databases and bridge
forward/ bridge back data techniques
Exposure to the follow key modules in ServiceNow is required:
Incident/Problem/Change
CMDB
Discovery
Orchestration (Preferable, not essential)
Knowledge
Service (Request) Catalog
Can engage with stakeholders at all levels of the organization from all
relevant business areas
Demonstrates a good end to end understanding of the systems processing
for the business area & relationships
Business Knowledge:
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Has good general knowledge with some detailed
products/functions outside of day to day area supported:

knowledge

of

Desirable skills/Preferred Qualifications:
The following Certifications are an added advantage.
Certified System Administrator
Certified Application Developer
Certified Implementation Specialist
ITIL v3
Apply now
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